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DO: You'll be SO much more comfortable if you're wearing clothes that make

you feel confident + comfortable. Go for something you've worn before and

KNOW you feel fucking fantastic in. 

I recommend fabrics that are loose, flowy, and natural — like linen, cottons,

etc., as they will move with you. Wear clothes you can be a little active in.

Dress for the weather — pretty self explanatory, but you don't want to be

running around with me in a sweater + leggings in 80° weather, y'know? Check

the weather and dress accordingly!

DON'T: Avoid large splashy prints, patterns, neons, and any large graphics or

logos. Don't wear matching outfits — instead, shoot for complimentary colors.

Most importantly, skip the high heels. If you're in 'em, you're just not going to

have a great time. Shoots with me are pretty active, and to make the most of

your session, you're going to want to be able to romp around and get a little

down and dirty.

100% cool to

bring an extra

outfit! In fact, I

recommend it —

most couples

will have a

fancier outfit,

and a more

casual outfit.

HOW TO DRESS FOR YOUR SESSION



Neutral, earthy colors like beige,

grey, white, black, denim, rust,

mustard, blush, pale blue, all look

GORGEOUS in the locations I

generally shoot at. 

A pop of color can look dope, but

make sure it won't clash with your

partner's outfit!

For my visual learners out there,

here's what this might look like:

It's not every day that you have a

professional photographer capturing your

story — consider having hair and makeup

professionally done. It'll take away the

stress of getting ready on your own, and

honestly, it's just nice to be pampered

every once in a while.

↡ Colors to Consider ↡

Feel free to bring props! Some suggestions:

↠ a "Save The Date" sign

↠ a bottle of champagne + glasses, or your favorite IPA

↠ a guitar/banjo/ukelele

On Hair + Makeup

Some Final Thoughts:
HAVE FUN + DON'T STRESS. Seriously. At the

end of the day, this is your shoot, so if you

really gotta wear neon, do it (just please give

your photographer a heads up). If you're not

sure if something works, send me photos and

I'll work with you until you're super confident

with your choices! ♡


